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Mount Assiniboine. Photo: Anthony Perzel
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MozartintheSnow
BY LEONA FRANCOMBE

It must be iust over that pass," I thought,
of the helicopter
II leaning into the bubble
to see around the pilot, Jim Davies.
As we skimmed up the valley,

mountains fell to the sides and meadows
rolled away, gleaming with snow. Our path
followed a creek beside which threaded a
few modest ski tracks. From our vantage
point, you could see the freshly-broken trail
wind through trees and then veer off toward
a lone warden's cabin set back from the

minutes and no more, the peak will unwrap
itself from clouds and drift alone, only to
become invisible again, a mere suggestion of
itself.
But today the landscape shone brilliantly. Surely Assiniboine would hold court in
such weather.

The helicopter rose up from the ski trail
and flew close to a great, gnarled cliff. Jim
Davies - flying ace ofthe Canadian Rockies

sueam.

-

The fragile presence of these tracks
made by no more than two or three people
and etched on the surface of a monumental
mountain kingdom
signified the barest

-

trace of humanity. How ludicrous we ourselves must have seemed in our tiny, buglike machine, skis strapped to its sides, its
roar a helpless echo in such isolation.

I peered at the ranges ahead. Yes, it
to be just around that

cliff. .

has

.

Each wilderness has a cherished spot

with its own soul. A lake, or circle of
mountains sheltering an amphitheatre, or
one brooding peak indifferent to all the
others can all, at unspecified moments, lead
the lucky traveller into their spell. British
Columbia's Mount Assiniboine carries such

Assiniboine's slim
slightly bent pyramid
commanded avast
tract of mountains in
the mannerthat a
potentate would
usher royal subjects.

mystical lure.

The 3,615-m peak stands on the border
of Alberta and B.C. in a part of the wilder-

ness sufficiendy remote to demand a
pilgrimage. Only under special circumstances is the region of Mt. Assiniboine
Provincial Park accessible. No roads or
towns diminish the wildness. To hike in is
arduous, and the ski routes bristle with

avalanche danger.
Even a glimpse of the elusive rock is a

and named Helicopter Pilot of the Year in

1975 by the Helicopter Association of
America - looked up at the massive rocks
with typical composure and impeccably
timed his next move. We turned into a pass,
the vista opened, and on all sides alpine
meadows stretched

And there it was at last. Mt. Assiniboine.

rare reward. For like all high mountains,

Assiniboine has moods. The summit
gathers its own weather and can disappear
for days. Then suddenly, for perhaps 20

to the base of distant

peaks.

by

The peak stood before us surrounded
henchmen: Mt. Magog, Mt. Strom,

\U7edgewood Peak, Terrapin Mountain.
Assiniboine's slim, slightly bent pyramid

recalling the Matterhorn commanded a vast

tract of mountains in the manner that

a

potentate would usher royal subjects. The
mountain rose with strange calm above a
disorderly horizon.
\7e landed at Naiset, a small colony of
huts, and photographer Tony Perzel and I
unloaded skis and packs into the blazing
sun. Jim waved casually and took off with
clouds of snow blowing wildly in all directions. Ours had been the last flight of the
day, and the helicopter's departing flap left
high-altitude silence behind.
In the distance a muffled crack sounded, followed by a pause, and then a loud
rush of snow. The avalanche settled. Silence
again.

To stand there on the meadows before

the watchful peak, one would think that
there was no other substance from here to

the margins of the world except snow. It
was a land of white and blue - the purest
combination in nature. Mountains in the
immediate panorama rose unevenly and cast

long blue shadows on each other. Their
ridges curled under with huge cornices, or
smoothed out with gargantuan quantities of
snow to become rounded and shiney, like
the sides offantastic white sea creatures.
rUTe were left like a couple of over-laden
yaks, packs bulging with photographic

equipment and winter camping supplies,
expressions fixed wistfully on the heights.
'We even had a tape recorder in our gear,
complete with a Mozan violin concerto and
a blank tape for interviewing Sepp Renner,
the manager of Assiniboine Lodge.
"Should we make a run up there before
sunset?" Tony waved a ski pole in the direction of l7onder Pass and looked at me with a

twinkle, knowing well enough that I could
never refuse such an offer. There was no
question about abandoning the packs

against the wall of a hut and diving for the
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telemark skis. Several trails started right
from the edge ofthe helicopter landing site.
The only question concerned which direction to point our unbound spirits.
In these spaces, the rhythm of skis and
poles produces a trance-like equilibrium.

Meadows around Assiniboine have the
perfect contour for cross-country skiing,
and some of the best telemarking in the

!

country can be found on the higher slopes

under Cascade and Gibralter Rocks. The
path up to 'Wonder Pass assumes a steady
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grade - gradual enough to whisk up, leaving a wake of gleaming powder; steep enough to send one effortlessly home.
The pass itself is a narrow throughway

that

harnesses continual motion. Energies
from two mountain kingdoms seem to rush
over, entangle, and spill down the sides,
leaving a visitor momentarily out of breath.

The surrounding peaks honour

this

spectacle by virtue of their names: 'Wonder

Peak, Lake Gloria, Marvel Peak, Aurora
Mountain.
Light began to seep from the valley and
Assiniboine drew back into its shadows. As
the moon ripened behind Gibralter Rock we
drifted back to the outpost across motionless white swells. The only sounds were
stray fragments of a Mozan concerto coming to mind unbidden, and loining the
rhythm of my skis.

?h.
I
I

colony's motley and itinerant
population (20 or so srrong) was
already setrling in for the night, and

**

we were soon informed by the warden that
there were no spaces - either in the huts

(simple one-room affairs

capilano
college
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PROCRAM AItE AVAII,ABLE. CAI,L FOR
AN APPOINTIVENT

'We

between the cabins and fanciful seats crafted
here and there. Someone had dug out a spe-

cial area by the stream below the colony
where a small axe was left to keep the water
supply open. Carved in the snow above the
waterhole was a bench meant for sunbathing. There was little doubt that a snow cave

constructed from such splendid material

would be of the sort pictured

in

in shirt-sleeves and reading by
candlelight.
The temperature was already dropping
like a felled tree as Tony and I headed for
the cave. \7e wandered off along the path
between the cabins, all charmingly homey
with skis propped outside and smoke lazing
basking
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snow." Photos: Anthony Perzel.

chose the cave.

should have been possible to build
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ing their own landscape. Paths were cut
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.

built a few days before in

Abooe: Assiniboine Meadows, lodge and
cabins. Right: "Listening to Mozart in the

hollow below the cabins.

enorrnous
mounds of snow piled all around us, creat-
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sleeping

just about anything with the
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snow cave

It
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with

platforms and wood stoves), or in the lodge,
which we had visited on our way back from
\Tonder Pass and was located just over the
next rise. The alternatives were a tent, or a

up from the chimneys. Sunburned faces
were visible through the windows. \7e
never stopped to think itst hozl charming

those rudimentary dwellings would seem by
the time morning showed her frozen brow.

"In there?"

I

peered into the snow cave through

small, crude opening. The

a

shredded
remains of an emergency blanket (the last
traces of a desperate occupant, perhaps?)
Iittered the icy floor. It appeared to be cold-

er inside than out. (Outside

it

was

-20

degrees C and falling.) Could we survive a
night encased in snow? Assiniboine suddenly retreated to postcard reality as we brooded about survival.

Architecturally speaking, this was the
condominium of snow caves. It had front
steps - which we immediately fell through
while carrying heavy packs - and two
chambers separated by a little patio. Un1986

We carry a full range
of top quality
wilderness camping
supplies
.Knives, Axes
'Tents
'Backpacks .Pack Stoves
.Cook Kits
'Sleeping Bags
.Freeze-Dried
Foods
'Hiking Boots

.And much. much more!
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